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A few words…
Ramakrishna Mission, Singapore
is a branch of the Ramakrishna
Order of India, worldwide
spiritual and welfare organisation.
Like the other branches in AsiaOceania, North & South America,
Europe and Africa, the Centre is a
self-sustaining unit that looks to
the Ramakrishna Order of Monks
for spiritual guidance.
The Centre primarily bases its
teachings on the System of
Vedanta, which combines both the
religion and philosophy of the
Hindus, especially as propounded
and practised by Bhagawan Sri
Ramakrishna (1836-1886), his
spiritual consort and companion
Holy Mother Sri Sarada Devi
(1853-1920) and his chief disciple
Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902)
and also his monastic and
householder disciples.

Vedanta teaches that every soul is
potentially divine and that its
divinity may be manifested
through worship, contemplation,
unselfish work, and philosophical
discrimination. According to
Vedanta, Truth is universal and all
humankind and all existence are
one. It preaches the unity of the
Godhead, or ultimate Reality, and
accepts every faith as a valid
means for its own followers to
realise the Truth.
The Singapore branch of the
Mission maintains a Ramakrishna
Temple and runs a Boys’ Home, a
Sarada KG School and a WINGS
Counselling Centre. The other
activities include Discourses,
Library, Homeo Clinic, Yoga
Training, Sanskrit classes, sale of
Publications and a Quarterly
Magazine NIRVANA.

Pearls of Wisdom
Uddhava Gita

Translated by Swami Madhavananda

These cruel people addicted to the senses, not knowing My
covert import – that if one has a natural craving for killing
animals, then one may satisfy it only in sacriﬁces, and that it is
never an injunction – revel in such killing and for their own
pleasure worship the gods, the manes, and the leaders of ghosts
by means of animals slaughtered in sacriﬁces.
Imagining in their heart a future world, which is dream-like,
unreal, and agreeable to the ear only, they spend their money (in
sacriﬁces) like a trader.
Attached to Rajas, Sattva and Tamas, they worship not Me, but
the gods etc., who have Indra for their chief and are concerned
with Rajas, Sattva and Tamas – and even that not in the right
way.
They think: Worshipping the gods here through sacriﬁces we
shall go to heaven and enjoy there, at the end of which we shall
(again) be born in noble families with large mansions.
(To be continued)

Uddhava Gita 16 (29 – 33)
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President’s Page
A Memorable Mother’s Day
Sita in Sundarakandam
The holy book Ramayana is divided into seven kandams. The ﬁfth division called
Sundarakandam has gained much popularity among the devotees of Sri Rama.
What does Sundarakandam teach? Scholars of Ramayana say conﬁdently that
Sundarakandam speaks about in large measure the valour of Sri Hanumanji who
undertook the work of Sri Rama in searching for and ﬁnding Mother Sita.
Whenever I read this scripture, my mind is thrilled no doubt at Sri Hanumanji’s
heroic sports. A great veneration swells up in my heart that makes me remember
him as an ideal. But more than that, what fascinates me in this magnum epic –
especially in Sundarakandam – is the character depiction of Mother Sita. Swami
Vivekananda was in awe of Mother Sita and exclaimed, “What to speak of Sita?
You may exhaust the literature of the world that is past, and I may assure that you
will have to exhaust the literature of the world of the future, before ﬁnding
another.” I ﬁnd her simply unique. In another place Swamiji says, “… the
character was depicted once and for all. There may have been several Ramas,
perhaps, but never more than one Sita.”
– Her dealing with King Ravana was indeed so majestic; in spite of his great
offering of material temptations, she nonchalantly turned down his advances.
– Her interaction with her demoness guards especially with Trijata has no
comparison; the care and concern for Trijata‘s welfare even though she had been
appointed to spy over her, singularly exhibiting her divine compassion.
– Her polite refusal to Sri Hanumanji’s proposal to carry her away stealthily from
Lanka and proudly speaking about her husband Sri Rama’s necessity to win the
battle with Ravana and then only would she be ready to return with him in all
glory.
In this Sundarakandam, Sita is not a mere loyal wife only to toe the line of her
husband; she comes out in her own right (and in the absence of the physical
presence of Sri Rama) that amazes anyone who sees her personality looming large
into a bright towering one that demands not only an adorable worship with love
but also absolute surrender at her feet.
A devotee in the tradition of Vedanta accepts the Divine Mother as ‘ananta roopini,
ananta gunavati, ananta naamni girije maa’ – O Girije Ma! thou art inﬁnite forms,
inﬁnite qualities and inﬁnite names, says a poet-devotee. On Mother’s Day this
year, let us pay homage to the One, Eternal Mother in different names!
–Swami Vimokshananda
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Vedanta for Life and Living
Swami Smaranananda
Every member of
society needs to
have a viable
philosophy
to
serve as a guide in
dayto-day
life.
The absence of
such a philosophy
has led humankind into countless conﬂicts. The
human being is
generally taken to
be the highest
product
of
evolution.
But
does
evolution
stop with humans,
or
are
there
further possibilities? There should
certainly
be
further
future
possibilities, but future evolution is more
likely to be on the mental, intellectual,
and spiritual planes than physical.

philosophical
system for the
ﬁrst time by Sri
Shankaracharya in
the eighth century.
Since then various
other systems of
Vedanta
were
developed.
Though Advaita
became the most
important system
of philosophy in
India, there were
many
dualistic
systems, of which
Sri
Ramanuja’s
qualiﬁed monism,
Vishishtadvaita,
was the most
prominent.
But
all
these
philosophical systems remained conﬁned
to scholars. They were not in any way
related to the life of common people.
These philosophies could not show a path
for everyday life.

Swami Vivekananda says: ‘That society
is the greatest, where the highest truths
become practical.’ How can this be done?

Vedanta epistemology and ontology have
been discussed for centuries, but their
practical application in day-to-day life
was not seriously attempted.

The thoughts of Vedanta are thousands of
years old, but they were organized into a

Swami Smarananandaji Maharaj is a senior Vice-President of the Ramakrishna
Math and Ramakrishna Mission. This article was originally published in
Prabuddha Bharata of January 2010. We reproduce here on the occasion of Adi
Shankara’s birthday on 30 April 2017.
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It was Swami Vivekananda who ﬁrst
brought the message of Advaita Vedanta
to the common people in modern times,
presenting its essential features in a
simple way and working out the means to
apply these to daily life. He showed how
Vedantic principles form the basis of
genuine spiritual life and natural morality
and ethics. Its universal nature makes
Vedanta eminently suitable to the modern
world, and its great existential
importance lies in releasing the individual
from self-imposed bondages in society.
Vedanta has great potential for
restructuring society, a promise that is yet
to be adequately tapped.

What are these principles? First is the
necessity of a well-deﬁned goal of life.
No philosophy can be widely applicable
unless it is based on universal principles.
Vedanta fulﬁls this requirement. Its
central quest relates to the human being
per se. It draws attention to the fact that
in the innermost core of the human
personality is the Atman, the Self, which
is the conscious principle behind all the
variegated phenomena. The Atman is not
conﬁned to any particular race or
religion.
As
the
Shvetashvatara
Upanishad puts it: ‘It is neither man, nor
woman, nor a eunuch. It gets associated
with whichever material body it takes
up.’ Brahman is both transcendent and
immanent. Any person can get rid of fear
by knowing that the Self, without birth or
death, is one’s innermost reality.

Vedanta is essentially a spiritual
philosophy. The ancients tried to discover
the Truth externally. ]Finding it
impossible to do so, they turned their
sight inward. As the Katha Upanishad
says: ‘The self-existent (God) has
rendered the senses defective; and so they
go outward, hence humans see the
external world and not the internal Self.
Perchance some wise person desirous of
immortality turned his eyes inward and
beheld the Atman.’

However much one may master external
nature, till one realizes the Reality within,
one remains within the ﬁeld of relativity.
According to Vedanta, the purpose of
human life is to make it possible for
everyone to realize this highest truth.
That alone can make life purposeful. So,
while retaining all the facilities that have
been brought to our doors, the ordinary
individual has to learn how to bring these
to serve the highest purpose of human
life: discovery of the Truth which
underlies this phenomenal existence. That
can be done only by turning our sight
within. Today the world is struggling to
discover peace in the midst of turbulence
and chaos. We humans are responsible
for this predicament. And it is we again
who will have to ﬁnd ways to attain
peace. Vedanta shows us how this can be
done through its positive message of
inner strength.

The seers also wanted to ﬁnd answers to
certain fundamental questions: ‘What is
the ultimate cause? Whence are we born?
Why do we live? Where is our ﬁnal rest?
O knowers of Brahman, under whose
orders are we subject to the laws of
happiness and misery?’ Practising the
method of meditation, they realized that
Being who is the God of religion, the Self
of philosophy, and the Energy of science
—who exists as the self-luminous power
in everyone. Various schools of thought
propounded their ideas about this Self,
laying down Vedantic principles in the
process. These ought to form the basis for
practical life.

Swami Vivekananda observed that
Advaita, which was the crest-jewel of all
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philosophies in India, was alienated from
the common people: ‘But one defect
which lay in the Advaita was its being
worked out so long on the spiritual plane
only, and nowhere else; now the time has
come when you have to make it practical.
… it shall no more live with monks in
caves and forests, and in the Himalayas;
it must come down to the daily, everyday
life of the people.’ He further says: ‘The
secret of Advaita is: Believe in
yourselves ﬁrst, and then believe in
anything else. In the history of the world,
you will ﬁnd that only those nations that
have believed in themselves have become
great and strong.’

Knowledge, as we understand it, is all
objectiﬁcation. It provides only a limited
vision of Reality. In the contemporary
world many educated people are trying to
make life amoral. But without a moral or
ethical base to guide individual and social
behaviour, life can never be happy and
peaceful. Therefore, we need a
philosophy that bases itself on a moral
ideal. As the saying goes:

Vedanta fulﬁls the need for a universal
philosophy. It is rational in its approach
and embraces the whole of existence. It is
not conﬁned to any race, caste, creed, or
community. Since it transcends all
empirical knowledge, it is not restrained
by time, space, or causality. It gives
humans hope and strength, fearlessness
and same-sightedness. It does not
discriminate on the basis of sex, colour,
caste, or creed, since it does not make the
body the most important entity in life.
The Atman is the true basis of all
existence.

One without proper conduct is not
puriﬁed by the Vedas, even if they
study them all, along with their six
auxiliaries. All the Vedas leave them
at the time of death, just as the
Shakunta leave their nest once their
wings have grown.

Ācāra-hīnaṁ na punanti vedāḥ
yadyapy-adhītāḥ
saha
ṣaḍbhiraṅgaiḥ;
Chandāṁsy-enaṁ mṛtyu-kāle tyajanti
nīḍaṁ śakuntā iva jāta-pakṣāḥ.

Vedantic morality is based on the unity
and universality of the Atman. Instead of
weakening people by frightening them
into following a religious path, Vedanta
tells that humans need not think
themselves weak, for the Atman is an
inﬁnite source of strength. Moreover, a s
the Mundaka Upanishad says,

While searching for Reality, we are to
reject one by one all that we perceive and
experience as limited: neti, neti. We want
to ﬁnd whether there is anything that is
timeless and beyond destruction. Thus we
are to transcend the senses and their
objects. Then shall we ﬁnd that what is
transcendent is also immanent. This
Reality pervades everything. At the back
of everything dwells the Inﬁnite. We shall
also ﬁnd that the microcosm and the
macrocosm are the same Reality,
perceived from different angles of vision.

‘Nāyamātmā balahīnena labhyaḥ;
this Atman is not to be realized by the
weak.’
Vedanta, therefore, provides a philosophy
and religion that brings out one’s higher
qualities and provides the wherewithal to
face the realities of life with strength and
hope, peace and tranquillity. A society
peopled by authentic Vedantins would
surely be a blessing unto itself.
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Sita and Sarada
Swami Muktirupananda
Parallels:

doubt at that tender age the eternal
partner of the divine play. It is the
union of Shiva and Shakti for the
good of humanity.

1. According to the old tradition, a
maiden chose her own husband. It
was called ‘Swayamvara’. Sita was
married in this way. Amongst many
princes and kings, she chose young
prince Rama as her eternal
companion. Their relationship is
eternal. Sita was quite young. She
herself conﬁrms it during Rama’s
exile to the forest. “I am your young
wife married to you as a young
girl.” (Ayodhyakanda – 30-10)
Mother also chose Sri Ramakrishna
as her life’s partner. This incident
took place when she was quite young.
Shihar village is very near to
Jayrambati. Every year a festival was
held there at the temple of Shiva.
During one such celebration at
Hridaya’s house little girl Sarada sat
in the lap of a woman. The woman
out of fun asked the girl showing all
people assembled there whom she
would like to marry? Sarada at once
lifted her two tiny hands and pointed
to Sri Ramakrishna sitting near by.
Thus Mother indicated without any

2. Rama, in order to protect the
honour and promise of his father,
went to live in forest – ‘vanavasa’.
When Sita expressed her desire to
accompany him, he discouraged her
by narrating the terrible hardships and
miseries of the forest-life. But
undaunted she replied, “Like Savitri
(who followed her husband Satyavan)
I am an inseparable part of you.
Wherever
you
are
there
I
am.” (Ayodhya Kanda 30-6) So she
went with Rama and shared joys and
miseries of life in exile. Sri
Ramakrishna asked the Mother
whether she had come to pull him to
lead an ordinary life or to help him in
his mission. The Mother without least
hesitation said, “Why, I have come to
help you in your mission on the
earth.”
3. Sita accompanied Rama to the
forest of Dandaka. She with inﬁnite

This is an extract of a scholarly article by Swami
Muktirupananda bringing out the parallels between
Mother Sita and Mother Sarada reproduced on the
occasion of Mother Sita Jayanti on 4 May 2017.
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fortitude
bore
silently
the
c o u n t l e s s
hardships without
grumbling
for
twelve years and
two
years
in
Ravana’s Ashoka
grove. On the bank
of Godavari river
in Panchavati in a
little cottage, Sita
spent her best
years of life. On
the bank of Ganga,
near Panchavati, in
a cramped room of
Nahabat, Mother
Sarada
spent
fourteen years of
her exile (1872 to
1885) to fulﬁl her
part in Sri Ramakrishna’s stupendous
task. Many devotees seeing her
pitiable condition used to exclaim,
“Oh! Our Sita is in Vana vasa.” Later
Mother used to say about her difﬁcult
life in Nahabat. “How difﬁcult it was
to live in Nahabat. How can you
understand that suffering? I could not
stand properly in that room because
of the low ceiling. In a hurry, I would
stand and my head would hit the
ceiling and it became swollen. Even
to sit and stretch my legs was not
possible.” Sri Ramakrishna himself
called it a cage. Sita was happy in the
forest in spite of discomforts with her
beloved Rama. So also Mother was
happy in Dakshineswar with Sri
Ramakrishna.

S i t a
w a s
‘Ramagata prana.’
Her life was fused
into one with
Rama. He was her
chosen deity and
everything.
She
did not have a
separate existence.
Mother
was
‘Ramakrishna gata
prana.’ Both of
their lives revolved
round Rama and
Ramakrishna. Sita
and Sarada were
‘ T a n n a m a
Shravana Priya.’
They went into
ecstasy to hear
about their gods’
names and glories.
They talked about their greatness and
purity. Sri Ramakrishna was the
perennial fountain of inspiration and
strength behind Mother’s all actions,
decisions and feelings. She wanted to
remain incognito keeping Sri
Ramakrishna always in the front. She
impressed upon devotees that Sri
Ramakrishna was everything and
asked them to pray for him. Sita also
hid behind the effulgence and heroic
deeds of Rama.
5. Sita was an embodiment of purity.
As pure as purity itself. Therefore
Rama said, “Sita is inseparable from
me as the sun and his light. In all the
three worlds she is the pure
one” (Yuddhakanda 118-19-20). Sri
7

Ramakrishna expressed the truth that
he and Mother were inseparable like
ﬁre and its power of burning. Mother
was blazing ﬁre of purity. None could
come before her with impure
thoughts. Her ﬁre of purity burnt up
the sins of devotees. Therefore she is
praised as “the very personiﬁcation of
purity.”

weakling. Rama knew the outcome of
the test. Therefore he said, “Sita is
protected
by
her
own
power.”
(Yuddhakanda
118-15)
Mother in this incarnation did not
undergo this ﬁre ordeal. But she had
to experience much more severe trials
and tests, they were in no way less
than that of Sita’s test. Alone Mother
carried on the work of Sri
Ramakrishna for thirty-four years.
She lived in poverty, faced hostile
people, endured torture from her
greedy relatives and took the
responsibility of guiding the Master’s
lay and monastic disciples. Yet with

Rama knew Sita’s purity and yet she
had to undergo the severe test of ﬁreordeal. She came out untouched. The
ordeal was to satisfy people. They
would have said Rama blinded by
love and attachment behaved like a
8

all this, she radiated with love,
compassion and light. She puriﬁed
countless people. Single-handed she
accomplished all these tasks.
Therefore Sri Ramakrishna said, “She
is shakti or power. She is Sarasvati.
She has come to impart knowledge to
the world.” He warned others not to
hurt her feelings. “If she gets angry
none can save you in the three
worlds.”

punish
these
servants
now.” (Yuddhakanda 113-45-46) If
the Universal Mother cannot forgive
Her children who else can?
Holy Mother’s river of love ﬂowed
continually uplifting and purifying
one and all during her earthly
existence. In more than three decades
of her tireless spiritual ministration,
countless people came to Mother –
earnest seekers, people laden with
sorrows, worldly-minded and sinners.
Mother was often advised by her
close devotees not to give shelter to
sinners and wicked ones. She brushed
aside such advice. She said, “Look, it
is the nature of children to dirty
themselves. It is the Mother’s duty to
clean them. I cannot say no to any of
my children whether they are good or
bad.”

We ﬁnd one difference in Sita and
Sarada. Sita ﬁnished her earthly life
before Rama. In Mother’s case, she
lived thirty-four years after Sri
Ramakrishna left his body. Her role
was special in this incarnation.
6. Sita was the divine Mother. She
had boundless love for all beings
including those who caused her a lot
of pain during captivity in Ravana’s
Ashoka grove. Ravana was killed and
Rama won the war. Hanuman hurried
to the place where Sita was
imprisoned, to convey this happy
message. He looked at the rakshasi
women who had guarded Sita day and
night and made her life miserable.
Angrily he said, “Mother, give me
permission to kill these cruel women
who had troubled you.” But
compassionate Sita said, “No, my
son, who in this world is blameless.
Compassion should be shown by a
noble soul towards sinners and good
people. These rakshasis but carried
out their king’s orders. How are they
to blame? Their king is dead and has
paid for his crime. It is unjust to

7. When Sita returned from Lanka to
Ayodhya she looked after everyone as
her own children. She took special
care of her old mother-in-laws and
elderly people. She served them with
her whole heart. Sri Ramakrishna's
mother Chandramani during her old
age lived on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of Nahabat.
Mother served her with love and
dedication. Whenever Chandramani
needed her, Mother leaving all her
work would rush to attend on her.
Mother saw to it that the old lady did
not suffer from the slightest
inconvenience. Mother with the same
boundless affection and care served
the elders and sick people at
Jayrambati.
9

Mindfulness in Action
Charles Chow
Meeting the Moment

always be evident to those involved
directly and immediately. When the
commitment to a task is merely doing
what should be done, like in
accordance with contract and
prevailing standards, then it is only
“meeting the moment”. This work is
mundane although necessary, indeed
routine,
and
perhaps
even
monotonous.

The Sanskrit phrase nishkama karma
can be translated as “without desire in
action” or “desireless action”. It is
work without any attachment to
results. On one hand, in very crisp
practical terms, it is ‘duty for the sake
of duty’. On the other hand, more
philosophically, it is detachment from
one’s own ego ‘to feel the spiritual
oneness with others’ because the
work done is only possible because of
a community and its connectivity.
There is an abundance attitude.

However, if this commitment is
elevated to doing what can be done as
a duty – to really do to the best of
one’s ability, then, this action is
transformed into “fullness of the
moment” and work becomes worship.

The moment “NOW” is in Hindu
philosophy basically a pre sent, hence
the
word
“PRESENT”
(see
Illustration). This denotes not only
time but also a gift in the English
language. Nothing happens without a
reason, although the reason may not

Both “meeting the moment” and
“fullness of the moment” are
mindfulness in action. The former is a
stage while the latter is a trait.
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Mindfulness is an ongoing process
instead of a designated attainment.

revealed through one’s own reﬂection
by design (when ripe and the situation
is ready) or by default (in a crisis).

It is to be aware of being aware, to be
fully present at any given moment, in
an accepting way, to be nonjudgmental as every situation unfolds.

In routine operations, especially in
business management, mindfulness as
a trait is preferred because one would
be:

Firmness of Purpose

•

“Meeting the moment” is to pay
attention to the purpose of the
moment or present-time awareness.
It is indeed a very focussed on-going
stage, devoid of concern for the
subsequent or ripple effects. There is
an equanimity of the mind to stay
detached from results. On the other
hand, “fullness of the moment” is
non-distraction and having the right
attitude which is an ongoing trait that
can be developed into a habit.

•

•

Really accessible – not just
available, but also engaged;
Actually attentive – to participate
actively, usually silently, instead
of being merely physically
present; and
Always appropriate – neither too
much nor too little.

Personal Skill
Nishkama karma is an attitude that is
reﬁned into a personal skill. Besides
the drive and determination to
practise this skill, one would also
need to have proper discretion in
exercising it. Take the example of a
Trafﬁc Light.

The transition from task to duty
involves trusting one’s own rhythm.
One should have the conﬁdence that
“I alone can do it, yet I cannot do it
alone”. This strong self-belief is
based on an inner ﬁrmness of purpose
that is discovered through one’s
svadharma (the personal fulﬁlment of
an inherent nature or destiny). This
can neither be developed nor
destroyed.
It remains latent until

A trafﬁc light regulates the movement
of vehicles and pedestrians. This
device can be plugged into an
intelligent system that allows a
seamless ﬂow of trafﬁc, i.e. a greenwave, especially for a convoy of

Running with the Divine is called grace.
There is a space between you and your place (svadharma),
When your knowing meets the doing, all will be amazed.
“Meeting the moment” is to do what should be done.
“Fullness of the moment” comes when
all that can be done is done.
Giving all - to answer your call, To work and yet have a ball.
11

vehicles with very important people.
This trafﬁc light is self-less, desireless and promptly accomplishes all
critical
tasks
as
programmed. Yet there
is no nishkama karma –
‘desireless action’ as
explained
in
The
Bhagavad
Gita
–
because there is no
individual
freedom.
The trafﬁc light can
change automatically
but not willingly.

necessary to sustain mindfulness as a
trait. Just like the various ﬁngers in a
hand, their individual shape and size
vary
differently,
although the number of
ﬁngers would usually
remain the same on
every hand. Actually
no two hands are
exactly alike. Thus,
every individual will
have
different
yet
unique composition of
the components that are
necessary and sufﬁcient
for mindfulness.

Adopting
nishkama
karma is like a kitten
being held at its neck
by the mother. This
young animal will never fall or slip
because it is entirely dependent on the
parent.

Although the wisdom
in the Bhagavad Gita is
universal and enduring, it can only be
shared with those who are willing and
ready. (Gita 18:67) Actually the
warrior Arjuna in the ﬁrst chapter is
the same person as in the last chapter
of the Gita. With proper counsel
from
Lord
Krishna,
Arjuna
discovered his own inner ﬁrmness of
purpose. He changed his perspectives
without changing physically. His
same challenge then had a different
dimension.

So when a person is like a kitten, to
freely and willingly align own actions
with individual nature, then the
personal commitment to duty will
never cease or change. This person
will be attuned to his own limitations,
aligned with his own calling, and thus
will always be adaptable to various
external changing circumstances.

Gita 2:47 basically Galvanizes
Individual Thoughts and Actions.
The key features are illustrated in
Figure 1. However, mindfulness as a
habit requires practice.
The
discovery of inner ﬁrmness of
purpose is through grace. Then the
daily running becomes less of a maze.

However, personal discretion is vital
in order to prevent excessive
enthusiasm that leads to burnout or
complacency that in turn, leads to
laziness or carelessness. This analysis
cannot specify the relative weightage
of the three key components that are

You have a right to perform your prescribed duties, but you are not entitled to
the fruits of your actions. Never consider yourself to be the cause of the
results of your activities, nor be attached to inaction.
Bhagavad Gita 2.47
12

Experience of an Ex-student of Boys’ Home

My Life is Not Only About Soldiering
Despite his training as a commando which gave him the
skills to neutralize personal threats, it is the emotional
and psychological threats faced by youths that MWO
Selu Sundram has been combating over the course of
many years. Currently the Training Warrant Ofﬁcer, HQ
SAF Volunteer Corps, MWO Sundram has been a
member of the SAF for more than 30 years. In addition,
he is also a certiﬁed paracounsellor and recently
attained a Masters in Social Science, Counselling
Psychology, Swinburne University (Melbourne)
Australia in 2012.
MWO Sundram has been involved in numerous
volunteer works, being most involved in the
Ramakrishna Boys’ Home, in Kolkata and Singapore.
He started in 2003 and has remained dedicated to his
work there ever since. MWO Sundram ﬁnds a sense of
fulﬁllment in helping out the boys there, drawing
inspiration from his own childhood. He feels it is
important for them to receive support and motivation
for them to develop healthily. In addition, helping the
helpless has been a passion for him.
30 years spent within the SAF has given MWO
Sundram much experience when it comes to handling
young men. This allows him to use his experience from
working with NSFs to working with the boys in the
Ramakrishna Boys’ Home. He is also a former member
of the Ramakrishna Boys’ Home and has been through
similar circumstances as the boys currently housed
there. MWO Sundram shared, “the boys just need
someone to listen to their problems and motivate them
to succeed. I understand their feelings and I feel that it
is important that someone understands what they are
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going through and helps them to ﬁnd their path in the
world today”
A deeply spiritual person,
MWO Sundram feels that it is
important for his development
as a person to help out the
helpless. He feels that
“Service to man is Service to
God”. This has shaped his
philosophy in his work and
life having helped him to both
be humble and to try and lead
a better life. To him, life is a story that has yet to be
written- the author of that story being you yourself. The
storyline of each individual life is unique, even though
similar circumstances yoke us together for the better or
worse. What we live for is what deﬁnes our lives.
Another belief that drives MWO Sundram is his belief
in servant leadership. To lead, one must ﬁrst learn what
it is like to serve. By conducting his community work, it
allows him to further this belief in a practical sense
while still being able to do some good for others. His
many missions have taken him to different areas in the
world. It has also allowed him to pick up various skills
that have helped him at work and home, one of which is
yoga which he managed to learn over the course of 3
years. He now teaches yoga at the Yoganilan Kutir,
enjoying the opportunity to teach yoga to the masses.
The time that he has spent in the SAF has helped
change MWO Sundram. The Army showed him the
importance of education and of being objective in life.
The SAF also gave him the opportunity to attain a
Master of Social Science in Counselling Psychology
from Swinburne University, Melbourne Australia. In his
own words “I am grateful to the SAF for investing in
our solidiers, enabling them to grow and contribute to
nation-building”.
Courtesy: The Army News, Singapore
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Lessons from Legends
Sujatha Ravibaskar
Hanuman is a legend whose very
name inspires immense strength and
vigour.

team saw Sampati, an eagle who
directed them to Lanka across the
ocean to ﬁnd Sita. Jambavan the wise
elder
reminded
Hanuman of his
inﬁnite abilities.
Hanuman offering
his prayers to
elders drawing up
his strength from
his Self, leapt into
the sky assuming
a giant form.

Hanuman
was
born to monkey
(vanara) Anjana
and
Kesari.
Hanuman was a
close friend of
Sugreeva a vanara
prince. Vali the
k i n g
o f
Kishkindha drove
his
brother
Sugreeva out of
the kingdom and
took his wife as
well.

Hanuman
was
invited to rest on
her fabulous peak
by
mountain
Mainika. Gently
refusing
any
distractions,
Hanuman
leapt
forward. His next
challenge was in
the form of an
ugly demonesses
Surasa
and
S i m h i k a .
Hanuman tackled
Surasa and Simhika spending least
possible effort and time as his real
focus was to ﬁnd Sita.

Sita, Rama’s wife
was abducted by a
demon while they
were in Dandaka
forest. Rama met
Hanuman
and
Sugreeva. There
blossomed
a
b e a u t i f u l
friendship between Sugreeva and
Rama, while Hanuman found in him
his Lord. Rama made Sugreeva the
king of Kishkindha after killing Vali.
Sugreeva promised to help Rama in
ﬁnding his wife Sita.

It was dusk as he entered the city of
Lanka and he headed for the
magniﬁcent palace of Ravana. He
meticulously combed through the
palace of Ravana including his inner
apartment where Ravana was

Sugreeva sent Hanuman to the
southern direction in search of Sita.
Unable to ﬁnd Sita, the dispirited
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sleeping with his consorts and wives.
His next search was to be in the
Ashoka garden. He offered his
prayers to Rama, Lakshmana and all
the Gods before he entered the
heavily guarded garden. Climbing up
a tall Ashoka tree he started surveying
the garden, and then he saw a radiant
woman with an ascetic appearance.
She had a beautiful form, but was
very thin owing to sorrow, hunger
and austerity and was surrounded by
demonesses. Hanuman recognized
her to be Sita.

Early the next morning Ravana
entered the Ashoka grove. He
approached Sita and persuaded her to
accept him. Sita warned Ravana, it is
best he brings her back to Rama and
beg his pardon. If he does not, no
power can save him or Lanka from
the weapons of her Lord.
Enraged, Ravana gave another two
months for Sita to agree to his wishes.
Otherwise he warned her that his
cooks will prepare a nice meal of her
ﬂesh for him to eat.

Swami Vivekananda on Hanuman
•

•

•

As on the one hand
Hanuman represent
the ideal of service,
so on the other hand
he represents
leonine courage,
striking the whole
world with awe. He
has not the least
hesitation in
sacriﬁcing his life for the good of Rama.
A supreme indifference to everything
except the service of Rama, even to the
attainment of the status of Brahma and
Shiva, the great World - gods! Only the
carrying out of Shri Rama's best is the
one vow of this life! Such whole hearted devotion is wanted.
Eka-Nishtha or devotion to one ideal is
absolutely necessary for the beginner in
the practice of religious devotion. He
must say with Hanuman in the
Râmâyana, "Though I know that the Lord
of Shri and the Lord of Jânaki are both
manifestations of the same Supreme
Being, yet my all in all is the lotus-eyed
Râma.”
Hanuman, the best of the monkeys,
became the most faithful servant of

•
•
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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Rama and helped him in
rescuing Sita.
•Hanuman, the devotee
of Rama, summed up his
philosophy in these
words: When I identify
myself with the body, O
Lord, I am Thy creature,
eternally separate from
Thee. When I identify
myself with the soul, I am a spark of that
Divine Fire which Thou art. But when I
identify myself with the Atman, I and
Thou art one.
His devotion to Rama was so great that
he is still worshipped by the Hindus as
the ideal of a true servant of the Lord.
Raganuga Bhakti is of ﬁve kinds:
Shanta as illustrated by the religion of
Christ;
Dasya as illustrated by that of Hanuman
to Rama;
Sakhya as illustrated by that of Arjuna to
Shri Krishna;
Vatsalya as illustrated by that of
Vasudeva to Shri Krishna;
Madhura (that of the husband and wife)
in the lives of Shri Krishna and the
Gopikas.

Hanuman understanding her situation
started singing the story of Rama in
his melodious voice. The song
narrated the birth of Rama till how
endowed with extraordinary energy
he crossed the ocean to ﬁnd Sita.

Hanuman was brought to the
magniﬁcent court of Ravana, seated
on a bejwelled throne. Hanuman
introduced himself as a messenger
from Sugreeva and narrated the story
of Rama including the loss of Sita in
the forest and his friendship to
Sugreeva. Hanuman continued to
warmly advise Ravana to return Sita
back to Rama for the good of his past,
present and future.

Sita was supremely delighted but she
was frightened and suspicious. So she
requested Hanuman to recount the
glories of Rama. This Hanuman did
and ﬁnally he gave Sita the signet
ring of Rama. Sita said that she will
be alive for only another month more,
offered a precious jewel of hers to be
given to Rama as a token.

Angered, Ravana ordered the
execution of the monkey, but
Vibhisana, the sagely brother advised
him that it is forbidden to kill a
messenger.
Therefore,
Ravana
ordered to set Hanuman’s tail on ﬁre.

With
devastating
suddenness
Hanuman unleashed his energy and
started to destroy the Ashoka grove.
He quickly overpowered the guards
of the garden. He also killed Ravana’s
minister Jambumali, Ravana’s son
Akshara and several of Ravana’s
commanders.
Finally,
Indrajit,
another son of Ravana bound
Hanuman with the missile of Brahma.

Hanuman’s tail was set on ﬁre and he
was brought around the city. The
length of his tail went on extending as
he was excited and observed its
military strength. Sita prayed to the
ﬁre God to be cool to Hanuman. The
ﬁre did not burn him. He knew it is
nothing but Mother Sita’s grace.

Lessons from the Legend
1. Hanuman’s Self-discovery, points to us the source of strength
hidden in all of us, faith in oneself and words of the Guru as the
shovels to unearth this strength.
2. Some of us manage to unearth this strength, but let it dissipate
owing to lack of focus. Hanuman in this episode is an epitome
of focus, undeterred by pleasures (Mt Mainika) or by pain
(demonesses Surasa and Simhika).
3. Hearing Rama’s stories and singing his name is a safe recourse
when you are disturbed by challenges in life. Didn’t Rama’s
story rejuvenate Sita herself!
4. Hanuman’s total faith in the power of Mother Sita saved him
from the burning fire.
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Saturday Children’s Classes

Gurukula Style Lessons are imparted

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Chanting of Vedic Prayers and Bhagavad Gita at the Sri Ramakrishna
Temple Hall
Cultural and Religious Lessons in the form of Story-telling by competent
teachers
Spiritual import lessons by Swami Vimokshananda
Recitation of Vedas and Stotras taught by Sanskrit Teacher
Study of Mahabharatha characters for Practical Life by Expert Scholars
Celebration of all major Hindu festivals e.g. Sri Ganesh Chaturthi, Sri
Krishna Janmastami etc., with significance of each festival explained.
During such festivals, children are also taught how to pray with
appropriate offerings e.g. during the festival of Sri Vinayaka Chaturthi,
they are taught to make Kozhukkattai with rice flour.
Spiritual Outings with Swamis, Teachers and Parents
Performances at Ramakrishna Mission Functions
Saturday Adults’ Classes

Every Saturday, an Open-Discussion Forum is held from 11.30 AM to 12.30
PM at the Library Hall. This is open to all the waiting Parents whose children
have Enrichment Classes at the Sarada Kindergarten within the Campus.
Public also is welcome.
Every Saturday, a Question-Answer Forum is held from 6 to 7 PM at the
Temple Level I. This is open to all devotees, the parents of the students
attending Saturday Children’s and Youth’s classes and also to the Public.
Both the above sessions are conducted by Swami Vimokshananda.
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Presidential Speech
at the 88th AGM
was rendered on Saturdays and Sundays. Books
from different donors were added to the Library
stock.

Dear Members and Devotees of the Mission,
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all
today, the 22nd of January 2017 to the 88th Annual
General Meeting of the Ramakrishna Mission
Singapore.

Our Book sales within the Mission campus and
outside have helped in spreading the message of
Ramakrishna-Vivekananda and also popularized
the Vedanta literature. We find more people
evincing interest in the Universal Message of
Vedanta, which we feel, will surely broaden the
minds of people.

At the outset, I convey our respectful pranam to
Revered Swami Muktirupanandaji who retired on
25 June 2015. Also, our loving greetings to Brother
Monk Swami Samachittananda who was posted to
our Argentina Centre on 11 March 2016.

Since March 2016, classes via Skype are
conducted for the Bangkok and Jakarta devotees
on the first and second Sundays of the month.

We are thankful to both the monks for their
contribution to the Ramakrishna Mission Singapore
and the community. We heartily welcome Swami
Pavitratmananda who was posted in place of
Swami Samachittananda.

A new Question and Answer forum held on every
Saturday was commenced in September 2015.

The year 2015-2016 witnessed several
improvements in the services rendered by us.
They have been elaborately documented in the
Annual Report.

Temple Lift
The new lift to the Temple has been serving the
senior devotees, visitors and devotees with special
needs.

However, I would like to highlight the important
events in the various departments during the year
under consideration:

The Boys' Home
The Home, with its dedicated supervisors and
tutors has been functioning satisfactorily. I wish to
congratulate all the staff and volunteers who are
helping the boys to gain confidence and perform
well in their lives.

Cultural and Religious Activities
The Mission conducted daily worship, prayers,
festivals on appropriate occasions and three
weekly discourses . In Jan 2016, a class on the
Gospel of Ramakrishna in Tamil was started.

The Sarada Kindergarten
The Sarada Kindergarten in 24 years has grown to
be recognised as a model kindergarten. This
achievement is due to the constant efforts of the
dedicated manager, principal, teachers and staff.
Every year, the Sarada Kindergarten has been
receiving many awards. In 2016, one of
the teachers, Ms Priya
won the
Commendation Award under the
Outstanding Teacher Award Category.

A total of four Spiritual Retreats were held during
the year. Swami Supriyananda, the President of
the KL Mission together with 62 devotees joined us
for the Retreat on 25 March 2016.
Weekly religious and moral classes on
Hinduism for Children were continued
on every Saturday. In addition to the lay
teachers, the children and parents have
interaction with a monk every Saturday.

Wings Counselling Centre
For the last 21 years, the diverse
activities of the Counselling Centre
have been growing. Managed by a
team of trained counsellors this Centre

Sanskrit language classes continued as
usual on every Sunday. Library service
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Gratitude
We are grateful to our Auditors M/s Robert Yam &
Co for their painstaking efforts in auditing our
accounts. We express our gratitude and
appreciation to our legal advisers M/s Global Law
Alliance LLC and M/s V Ramakrishna & Co for the
efficient handling of the legal affairs of the Mission.

has been providing counselling service to children,
youth, teachers and parents.
It provides the following services:
Family support and counselling programme
Preschool Support Programme
Enhanced Step Up Programme
Clinical Supervision and Training of University
students

Our special thanks to:
Ms Raji, Mrs Sujatha, Mrs Swarna Kalyaan
and Mrs Sharadamba for conducting the
Childrens' classes.
Ms Meera Chatterji and other volunteers for
managing the Library service.
Mr Atul Deshpande, Mr Uthayachanran and
other Yoga instructors for their unselfish
service.
Mr Abhyankar and Mr Srinivas for teaching and
running the Sanskrit classes.
Mr S M Arumugam and Mr Jayram for taking
care of the transportation of visiting monks.
Ms Lalitha for maintaining our website.
Ms Usha Pillai for providing editorial
assistance for NIRVANA.

Yoga Classes
The Mission has continued to hold Yoga classes on
every Sunday. From this year, classes are also
held on Fridays. Many participants have expressed
their happiness after benefitting from these
classes.
The Homeopathy Centre
A dedicated group of doctors and volunteers have
been rendering selfless service for many years by
conducting a free homeopathy clinic on every
Saturday between 3 to 5.30 pm.
Old Boys' Association
I feel happy to mention the good work of our former
students of the Boys' Home. They have actively
involved themselves in the general activities of the
Mission.

The Old Boys for helping out with the festival
and general activities.
TAPAS (Teachers and Parents Association of
Sarada) for organising workshops and
Children's competitions and awarding
scholarships to teachers and students.

Overseas Works
We continued our spiritual ministration work
overseas also. Our Swamis visited Malaysia,
Bangkok, Yangon, Hong Kong, India, Paris and
Taiwan to deliver talks and participate in religious
festivals.

The Homeopathy Doctors and volunteers for
their selfless service.

Visit by Monks
Several monks visited Singapore during the year.
They are Swami Abhiramananda from Coimbatore,
India, Swami Atmeshananda from Brisbane,
Australia, Swami Nirmalatmananda from Sau
Paulo, Brazil, Swami Rajeswarananda from Sri
Lanka, Swami Tanmayananda from India and
Swami Supriyananda from Malaysia. Pravrajika
Krishnaprana from California and Pravrajika
Prabuddhaprana from Sarada Math, Dakshineshwar also visited the Mission.

Our special thanks to the Media – both the
electronic and print for coverage of our
activities.
All the Designated officials and members of
the Advisory Committee and the 3 SubCommittees for their active support and
cooperation.
To all devotees, donors – big and small, we
express our deep indebtedness. Without such
help, we could not have run our activities well.

Obituary
The sorrow we feel at the demise of our valued
members is very deep. We lost a few members,
supporters and friends. We feel poorer by their
absence.

I invoke the blessings of Sri Ramakrishna, Holy
Mother Sri Sarada Devi and Swamiji to bestow on
us all the strength and willingness to serve them in
a selfless manner.
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News & Notes
Ma Sarada Jayanti

The 164th Birth Day was
celebrated at Ramakrishna
Mission, Singapore on Tuesday,
20 December 2016. In the
morning hours, the programme
began with Mangalarati, reciting
hymns, bhajans and Meditation.
After breakfast, the main 16-item
puja started.
Lalitha Sahasranamam was
recited in full. Readings on Holy
Mother and her teachings were
done followed by Homa. After
bhogarati and Pushpanjali, the
morning session ended with
prasad distribution. In the
evening after the arati, Swami
Vimokshananda spoke on Sri
Sarada Devi. He narrated a few
instances from her life showing
besides her divine aspects, how
she was simply a ‘Mother' to all
irrespective of any differences.
About 220 devotees attended.
Many were seen purchasing

books at the Books Counter. All
were served with supper prasad.
Buddhist Fellowship Meet
On 21 December 2016, the
Buddhist Youth fellowship met
the youth members of the
Ramakrishna Mission.
The purpose was a discussion on
religious issues and how they
deal with discrimination in a
multicultural society. They split
into smaller groups led by
Mission youth members to take a
tour of the Mission campus and
the various activities done at the
Mission. They were impressed
with the various services offered
by the Mission for the good of the
public.
There was an interactive session
with Swami Vimokshananda at 6
pm. After a brief intro about the
Holy Trio, he explained the
various concepts in questions
raised by the Buddhist youth.
They evinced keen interest in
learning about practices in
Hinduism.
All 40 youth attended the Arati at
7 pm at the Ramakrishna temple
and had a pleasant dinner at the
Boys' Home. They had a group
Buddhist prayer before supper.
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Happy Hanukkah !
This Jewish function, which fell
on Christmas Eve this year,
commemorates the re-dedication
of the Holy Temple in Jerusalem
more than 2,000 years ago.
Hanukkah is celebrated over a
period of eight nights and days,
and observed by kindling the
lights on a nine-branched
candelabrum called a menorah.
The Swamis were warmly
welcomed by the Rabbi
Mordechai Abergel of The Jacob
Ballas Centre, Singapore on that
holy occasion held on 27
December. It was a pleasant
evening when they met many of
the religious leaders.
Swami Sridharanandaji in
Singapore

Srimat Swami Sridharanandaji
Maharaj, President of Vedanta
Society of Sydney, Australia paid a
visit to Singapore from 11 to 14
January 2017. During his visit,
many elderly devotees who knew
him from his Lucknow days came
and met him. Now running 92
years, the Swami was absolutely
charming when he delivered an
interesting Talk on “Advaita
Simpliﬁed” on the Pongal
Sankranti Day. He explained
many facets of Advaita Vedanta in
simple terms which were easily
understandable for the common
man. On 15 Jan, the Swami left
for Kuala Lumpur.

3rd Devotees Convention
(Manadu) of Malaysia
Ramakrishna Mission
Sri Ramakrishna Panimandram in
Kluang is one of the 7 Centres
that have close association with
the Belur Math’s ofﬁcial branch of
the Ramakrishna Mission at Kuala
Lumpur which is headed by
Swami Supriyananda.
The two day programme for the
3rd Devotees’ Convention was
organized by the Kluang
Panimandram devotees at the
Dewan Pekan Rabu Hall.
The Convention was attended by
350 devotees from all over
Malaysia. On an invitation from
Swami Supriyananda, President
of the KL Centre, 3 Swamis and a
few devotees from the Singapore
Ramakrishna Mission attended.
On the occasion of Manadu,
Swami Yogirajananda of
Ramakrishna Mission Ashram,
Salem was a specially invited
guest. He performed bhajans
during the Convention and also
gave a speech. Swami
Vimokshananda spoke on the
value and importance of
upholding our heritage. Swami
Jitamanasananda gave a talk on
Faith. During the Youth session,
Swami Pavitratmananda spoke on
Character Building and
Personality Development.
The Kluang devotees performed
an ‘Yati Puja’ called ‘Thuravigalai
Gauravitthal’ ceremony. The
feedback provided by some of the
assembled devotees would be
indeed useful in organising such
Conventions in the future. In
rounding up the Convention,
Swami Vimokshananda

concluded by thanking everyone
for the hearty contribution in cash
and kind and also in loving
labour for the success of the
Convention and prayed for the
blessings of Holy Trio.
Spiritual Retreat on
Christmas day
The 3rd Spiritual Retreat for 2016
held on Christmas Day was
auspicious four times over. As
just on the eve on 24 December,
the Birth of Christ was celebrated
with Carols and it being Ekadashi,
there was Sri Ram Nam Sankirtan
as well as bhajans for Swami
Shivananda’s Janma Tithi puja.
The ﬁrst session of the Spiritual
Retreat on 25 December 2016
began at 9 am at the Temple with
opening prayers, chanting of Gita
Chapter 12 and bhajans led by
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Swami Satyalokananda. Devotees
then proceeded to the Sarada
Hall keeping up the mood of
silence for the rest of the Retreat.
Swami Jitamanasananda read
from “The Eternal Companion”, a
compilation of the spiritual talks
and advice from Swami
Brahmananda, the spiritual son of
Sri Ramakrishna who was also the
ﬁrst President of the Ramakrishna
Order.
Mr Prakash Kamanat, a longstanding devotee gave an
inspiring narration of Swami
Akhandananda’s life and
contribution.
Swami Pavitratmananda began
the second session with the Life
and Teachings of Swami
Shivananda, another Direct
Disciple of Sri Ramakrishna.
In his discourse on
“Remembrance of God”, Swami
Supriyananda, President of the
Malaysia Ramakrishna Mission
and the Guest Speaker for the
Retreat, explained how peace of
mind is an essential requisite for
sadhana which is why our Vedas
and all religions place emphasis

on attaining peace of mind – a
mind that is strong enough to
remain calm in all circumstances.
And with such a calm mind,
remembrance of God becomes
natural.
Swami Vimokshananda as the last
speaker in the Retreat took up the
topic of Fundamentals of Spiritual
Practice. He contrasted the
spiritual person with a
materialistic person in having
three convictions namely 1) the
world around is transitory and not
permanent, 2) the grasp of this
world by the 5 sense organs is
illusory and 3) stepping up to
know the Reality is all about
spiritual life. This was followed by
an interesting Question and
Answer session monitored by
Pratik Bose and moderated by
Swamis Vimokshananda and
Supriyananda. 120 Registered
devotees attended the Retreat
which ended with a delightful
Lunch Prasad. The next Spiritual
Retreat would be held on Good
Friday holiday which falls on 14
April 2017.
Swamiji Jayanti celebrated
The 154th Birth Anniversary of
Swami Vivekananda was
celebrated on 19 January 2017.
Vedic chantings, bhajans,
meditation, special Puja,
Readings from Swamiji’s Life,
homa and bhajans were parts of

the programme. Swami
Nirmalatmananda, the Ministerin-charge of Brazil Centre gave an
interesting discourse on
Swamiji’s multi-faceted
personality. Prasad was served.
An Audio-Drama Presentation
with Songs & Story Narration
Swamiji Jayanti celebration was
extended to Saturday, 21 January
in the form of a cultural
programme.
An Audio-Drama Presentation
with recitation, songs, story
narration was staged by the
artistes of BAK, a Cultural troupe
from Kolkata. The show was
sponsored by Singapore Tagore
Society.
Sri Amit Roy and Smt Ratna Mitra
earnestly began their inspiring
introduction about Swami
Vivekananda. The entire show was
nothing but tracing the life of
Swamiji from his ‘Biley’ days to
’Naren’ days and the ﬁnal
transformation into Swamiji.
It was a treat to be with the
artistes who took the audience
through these three stages of
Swamiji’s life incidents straight
back in time as it were into the
19th century.
The narration was marked by apt
voice modulation with an
absorbing slideshow. The famous
singer Sri Bishwarup Rudra
mesmerised the listeners with his
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melliﬂuous voice. The unique
musical experience was enhanced
as he sang those very songs sung
by Swamiji in the presence of Sri
Ramakrishna.
The audio and visual assistants Sri
Pranab Dutta and Smt Anindita
Sarkar gave suitable technical
support for the programme.
Dr Kamal Bose, one of the VicePresidents of the Ramakrishna
Mission Advisory Committee
presented a Vote of thanks.
VSS Celebrates
Vivekananda jayanti
On 21 January 2017,
Vivekananda Seva Sangh
celebrated Swami Vivekananda
Jayanti at Global Indian
International School Queenstown
campus.
The function began with a
melodious prayer song in Hindi
on Swamiji, a recitation of
Swamiji’s words and an ancient
teaching from the subhashitani in
Sanskrit. Sri Bajrang Sharma, the
Sah-Sanghchalak of Singapore
VSS welcomed the gathering.
The Chief Guest was Swami
Vimokshananda.
In his address in English mixed
with Hindi, the Swami took the
lines from the opening song as to
the “prerana” – inspiration – that
one can draw from Swamiji’s life
and teachings. He outlined four
types of inspiration namely,

manifesting the divinity, selfsacriﬁce, boldness and strength.
Sri Rohit Ambekar, Director of
GIIS, Singapore who spoke after
the Swami, asked the audience to
join him in venerating Swamiji by
rendering service to the
humanity. He pointed out how
from childhood, Swamiji was an
icon in his life.
The function was concluded with
the Master of Ceremony thanking
everyone.
IRO ‘Religions Lecture’ –
First of its Series
The Ramakrishna Mission in
Singapore was the pioneering
member in founding and
formulating an Inter-Religious
Organisation (IRO) for Singapore
in 1949. Today, 10 major
religions are represented in the
IRO. In its Series of Lectures on
different Religions, the ﬁrst was
on Hinduism for the month of
January 2017.
It was held at the Ramakrishna
Mission Sarada Hall on Tuesday,
24 January 2017. 47 persons
including IRO members and lay
people attended this Lecture
Event. Swami Vimokshananda
welcomed the distinguished
gathering and made introductory
remarks about the Harmony of
Faiths as depicted in the
Ramakrishna Temple in
Singapore. He pointed out how

the Muslim patterns of Jharokha
and Chajja are represented in the
external architecture, the sanctum
and its contiguous shrine of the
Christian architecture, the domes
signifying Sarnath Buddhist
architecture with the signiﬁcant
display of the Hindu mantra AUM
with three domes on the facade
of the Temple of Hindu
architecture. Sri Rustom M
Ghadiali the President of the IRO
who represents the Parsi
Zoroastrian Religion spoke a few
words on the IRO.
Swami Satyalokananda presented
his lecture with multimedia tools.
His topic was “Ramakrishna
Mission and Harmony of Faiths”.
He elaborated the ancient Vedic
principles of Unity in Diversity
and how the “acceptance” of
seemingly contrary faiths, an
ideal for the modern world
percolated in the practice and
teachings of Sri Ramakrishna. Sri
K Keshavapany, a Hindu Council
member of the IRO gave a
beﬁtting Vote of Thanks.
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The respected leaders of different
religions thereafter mingled
freely and took delightfully the
supper that was served to all.
Reunion and Reﬂections
The International Multi Cultural
Organisation (IMC) organised a
festive gathering – 'Reunion &
Reﬂections’ at Furama Riverfront
Hotel on 5 February 2017. The
gathering sought to enhance
interfaith fellowship. Swami
Jitamanasananda represented
the Ramakrishna Mission. The
Venerable Master Chin Kung
shared his wisdom based on
the teachings of Confucius.
Kali Temple darshan
Swamis Vimokshananda, Jitamanasananda, Pavitratmananda
of the Singapore Centre and
Swami Supriyananda, President
of Malaysia Kuala Lumpur Centre
visited Sri Rudrakaliamman
Temple. Sri Alagappan, one of the
Trustees of the Temple Board took
the Swamis around.

Maha Shivaratri celebrated
The auspicious Maha Shivaratri
event was celebrated at our
Temple on Friday, 24 February
2017 in all solemnity with Shiva
puja and chanting of hymns.
Nirmalatmananda’s Skype
Class to Bangkok Devotees

Swami Nirmalatmananda the
Minister-in-Charge of the
Ramakrishna Mission’s Brazil
Centre was in Singapore in
January 2017. He spoke at the
Temple hall on the occasion of
Swamiji Jayanti. He also took a
Skype Class for the devotees of
the Vedanta Association of
Thailand in Bangkok. Before he
left on 7 Feb for Brazil, he visited
Bali, Kolkata and Cambodia.
Shantatmananda’s Visit

As part of our ‘Special Lecture
Series’ under cultural events,
Swami Shantatmananda, the
Head of the Ramakrishna Mission
in New Delhi delivered a lecture
“Dynamics of Spritual Aspiration”
on Sunday, 5 March at Sarada Hall
from 5 30 PM.

Sri Ramakrishna Jayanti

Ceriﬁcate of Commendation
M/s. Alpha Biofuels, Singapore
awarded a Certiﬁcate of
Commendation to the
Ramakrishna Mission for its
reduction of carbon footprint by
recycling used cooking oil into
biofuels. It recognised the
contribution of the organisation
towards a green and sustainable
environment and thanked for its
total support for a healthy
lifestyle.

The 182nd Birth Day of
Bhagawan Sri Ramakrishna was
celebrated on 28 February in all
solemnity beginning with
Mangalarati, chanting of Sri
Narayanopanishad, Sri
Ramakrishna Suprabhatam and
Transition Workshop
other hymns on Sri Ramakrishna. The 2nd Workshop on "Nursery
A special puja followed by a homa Transition" was held on 21

was done. Bhajans were led by
Swami Satyalokananda. Earlier
Swami Jitamanasananda did the
readings from the Gospel of Sri
Ramakrishna. In the evening,
after the Sandhya-Arati, Swami
Vimokshananda addressed the

January 2017. The series of 2
transition workshops is designed
to better equip the parents and
their children for the move to
Sarada KG. The Principal, Ms.
Pushpa and Vice-Principals Ms.
Alice Winata and Mrs. Uma
clariﬁed Sarada KG School’s
philosophy and approach. Parents
played games to connect with
each other and build bonds. In a
Q & A session, parents cleared
their doubts and apprehensions.

devotees in the Temple Hall
about “The Descent of God”,
explaining how He chose to
distribute “Knowledge, Devotion
and Peace” as His monastic
disciple Swami Abhedanandaji
sang in his beautiful hymn
“Hridaya Kamala Madhya…”

The 88th AGM held
The Eighty-eighth Annual General
Meeting of the Ramakrishna
Mission, Singapore was held as
per the provisions of the
Organisation’s Constitution. 56
members attended the AGM. Tea
and snacks were served.

State of Spiritual enlightenment or illumination. Nirvana releases humans from
the cycle of birth, suffering, death and all forms of worldly bondage.
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